SECONDHAND ROWS

Word Ways offers free classified advertising to current subscribers who have items of possible interest to other Word Ways readers to announce, sell or trade. Maximums are ten ads per advertiser and 26 words per ad. E-mail ad information to the classifieds editor at jamespuder@juno.com; deadline for a given issue is the 15th day of the month preceding the month of that issue's publication. Advertisers must furnish their names to the classifieds editor, and ads must include advertisers' e-mail addresses or other contact information. Ads will run for four consecutive issues unless canceled sooner, and may be renewed for another year after their fourth appearance. Transactions are entirely the business of the transacting parties, and Word Ways can accept no responsibility for the satisfactoriness of such transactions. Abbreviations: dj=dust jacket; hc=hardcover; tp=trade paperback; sh=shipping cost; ppd=postpaid.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

---

BOOKS FOR SALE

jamespuder@juno.com 5/16


WILLARD ESPY: Game of Words, Almanac of Words at Play, Another Almanac..., O Thou Improper..., Oysterville, Say It My Way. Write for details.
jamespuder@juno.com 5/16

WILLIAM SUNNERS, How to Make and Sell Original Crosswords and Other Puzzles. Hc, dj; 1981. Construction tips, word lists. Unmarked. $18 ppd. jamespuder@juno.com 5/16

ALEXANDER & NICHOLAS Humez, Alpha to Omega and ABC Et Cetera (both tpb). Anecdotal histories of the Greek and Latin alphabets. $16 each ppd. jamespuder@juno.com 5/16

MARTIN GARDNER: Did Adam and Eve Have Navels? & The Magic Numbers of Dr. Matrix (both tpb). $15 each ppd. jamespuder@juno.com 5/16

SHAKESPEARE'S LIVES, by Schoenbaum (tp, 612 pgs., 2006). Scholar evaluates every known Shakespeare biography in search of the historical Bard. (DeVere? Pffft!) $19 ppd. jamespuder@juno.com 5/16
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OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE

jamespuder@juno.com 5/16
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WANTED

WORD PLAY, by Hubert Phillips. Penguin-Hammondsworth, 1945 (?)
jamespuder@juno.com 5/16
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